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. 
· .. Thermocompression ~onq.~ng has . be.en. investigated by . def orm~ng. 
•' . 
• : ~ 
'1 
· · .•.. 25:4mm X 1. 5 7 5mm X 9. 526mm tapes· _t:lg·ains·t 8: . golq. film .-plated on a · 
"' . 
C------ ~igid substrate.· This results.· in· plane· strain. def.ormation, ·. but 
. . . 
· otherwise conditions are-· as used in industrial practice. . Experi-
· · me~ts were· carried. out at· temperatures of 573°K -(300°c) arid · 
•• I 
·> 
643°1< (370°c) . with ·a nom_inal -15% redµction in. height.· Silver_ . 
. ~ . 
niark·ets, electr-odepositec!l into grooves etched into the surf ace 
of the·tape, allowed the amount of_deformation.occurring at the 
interface to be.determined. The··effect of changes in geometry was. 
inves~igated by·varying the thickness of the plated gold on the 
substrate· from lµm to !OOµm. Ana_ly$iS ·Of the marker mot!pn and .. · 
metallographic examination ~f the· in~egrity of the bond interface 
defined conditions at the interf:ace that a.re. suf.ficient for bond 
f orm.ation •. 
. ·,. 
Bonding occurred throughout·the regions where there was surface 
. 
. 
elongation except at the very edges., where n~rmal stresses are low. 
·,·,:-,·-· Surface elongation, · as indicated by the marker motion, was depende·nt 
' 
.r--... . , 
on the. amount of height reduction and on the relative thickness· oftt1 
the substrate plating, but· did not depend on. temperature. The-
nominal 15% reduction in h~ight resulted in a 12% surface el~ngation 
r_, . . 
' . . . 
in. ~egions .towards the ~dges of the .tape · that was independent of the -
, I 
,,. 
:\' '. , r ,, \ 
. . 
; . . . 
. '.J, .. 
I 
I , ' . -
.relative thickness of. the substrate plat~rtg. 
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. dep'ended' str'~ngly on the'. relative. thickness of. the'. substrate . 
. , 
·plat~ng. ·When· the· substra-te·.plat~ng was. th;ta, compared,·. to .the total· 
' 
' ' 
·height of the· spec~en·, there was negligibl.e: surface elo_ngation 
. 
:·in-.the central region of the bond.' interface· and bond formation <· 
> did not occur~ · · When the substrate plating account·ed for about 
\ 
: ; one. ~ighth o:f' the total init'ial height .· of tl}e . specimen. o.r mor·e' 
surface elonga-tion in·t.he ·central .r:egion·was 12% or more and bon.d 
formation always·occurred. 
• 
1 Imniediate · quenching .of the bc;,nded specimens showed that gold· 
does· not completel.y recrystallize during bonding th.ough grain 
· boundaries· occasionally migrate:, across the interface~ Prefer~ntial .. 
etching of the· interface was usually observed which- appears to be 
due to·· voids distributed alo.ng int>'st of ·t-he bonded lnterf·ace· • 
. · .. ,~ 
·i:· 
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I. . INTRODUCTION 
. I 
-. ' 
. The use of gold. rect8:ngular bars (beam .leads) _to. connect ~nte-
grated circuit chips 'to a metallized substrate·is a widely used 
method of fabricating electronic circuits.· The beam lead can be 
-~ 
·electrically and mechanically connecteq to the metall~zed sub-
" 
·strate by th~rmocompress;on· bonding. To provide·_ elec~rical .. con-
. 
' tinuity with external circ~itry, gold plated rectangular· bars of 
,I 
copper can. be thermocompression bonded to ·the same substrate. The 
interface between the lead and.the metallized substrate to be 
• 
joined are brought to some elevated temperature, usually between 
523°K-823°K (250°C-5S0°C), and_en~ugh.force applied to deform at 
4 least one ef the m~mbers1• There have been optimization investiga-' 
tions of parameters and methods, for example, by Anderson, 
2 3 4 · ·s Christenson and Andreatch, Mccann and Reid, Clark-, Coucoulas, 
6 d . 7 Deutsch , an Adams -and Bonham • 
8 
- ·Anderson investigated the effect of t.an.gential shear stresses 
that were inquced by twi.st·ing, on the e.le.ctrical conductivity and 
- 6 the seizure occurring between two gold balls. Deutsch and 
E·llington9 have ind.icated that deformation is important to the 




l~ads and gold metallized substrates. Some of the above ·.investiz- - : . .£:; -
· 3 4 7 . 10 
· gators' ' and the proposed SAE bonding standard , have indicated 
that deformation is important to the formation of beam lead thermo-
·, 
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. . . . '
/ deformation of· the pieces has on. bond. formation • .- .There does not· "( 
• 
. . .- ·- .. . ,_, _____ .. ~ . 
J 
" 
appear to be a~y studies·of .the.deformation and:sttuctural .. ch~ges 
• 
occurring at t·he inter£ ace du.:r~ng· the thermocompression bond~ng of 
gold to -gold in the literature. However, since thei:m.ocompression 
. 
. 
bonding is.· just a specialized solid state join~ng process, invest:iga-
.. tions of the bonding of other metals and of other solid state bonding · 
processes are pertinent. 
• 
· :· Milner and Rowe11 and Tylecot:e12 have reviewed the principles 
• 
of solid phase joi·J.P,ng of· metals and discuss evid·ence that indicates 
the iniportapee of deformation. There are two modes of deformation 
occurring at an interface t~at m;~ be of importance to bond· forma-
tion. One is the amount of surface elongation or surface extension 
that occurs on each of the members. The other is the amount of . 
• 
relative movement or interfacial sliding occurring between the two 
• pie~es. 
11 Milner and Rowe indicate that early investigators postulated 
that surface oxide film breakup was the controlling factor in solid 
phase welding. ~ These investigators indicated that a critical amount 
of deformation was needed to produce enough interfacial extension 
1 12 . or elongation to produce film rupture. Ty ecote , p. 24, indicates 
that the postulates have been.shown to be invalid since the oxides· 
have been .. shown to break up lo_ng before bondi~g occurs. However, 
there is a critical amount of interfacial extension required to·iri~' 
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. '' 
. (~ppears to be independent ;of '.the :·method :used. to :·produce. it •. ·-T~is was • ' w • ,··. ~- -
. . 
-l ·shown by· arr investigation. conducted _by Agers and Singer13 • They • "·••··-·- -• •••· ;.,.,,.,. •. ....-r.• . 
. . 
. 
indented sheets of aluminum of equal.thickness us~ng.opposed small tools 
' that result in plane strain conditions·and found that a 40 percent 
inter£ acial ext.ens ion was required to initiate bond~ng r:egardless · ·of 
prior J:iistory or the ratio of tool width. to ~luminum strip _thickness·~ 
,These results ·were compared to the height reduction needed to bond 
alumi~um and other, metals by other methods. They fo1.:1nd ·that roll b.ond~. 
ing and indentation· by small circular tools required 3 to 10 times more 
height red·uction than plane. strain tools but that the interfacial 
extensions for aluminum were again approximately 40 percent. They 
therefore concluded.that it was not the amount of height reduction that 
I should be'used as a-criteria to-produce good welds, rather .the amount 
of interfacial extension was the fundamental factor.· Measurements 
for these extensions were obtained through the use of markers scribed 
on the matetials to be· _j_o.ined or py tl)e use of .a b.rittle dyed oxide 
(aluminum). 
It·seems from these experiments that a critical amount of surface 
i· _ elongation accompanied by high normal forc~s i~ one of the -ways clean 
~ 
metal surfaces can be joined.· The critical amount of elongation 
is more than what would be required to break up an oxide on the 
surface. This may explain why gold, th~ugh it is free of.an oxide, 
12 does-not bond much more readily tha~ oth~r soft·metals. Tylecote ., 
• 
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.• . 
required to .roll. bond gold. at: room. t.emperature .·while indium· anti " 
. -~ . ,,_...... ,.. ..... ~-
lead require only. about 10% . reduction in height· using · small ci·rcular 
., . 
tools. It must be remembered that work~ng at room.temperature 
• ! 
for le.ad and ind~um corresponds to hot work~ng conditions for 
' 
these metals. ' l 
' 
't, 
Milner and Rowe11 indicated that the eff ect.s of interfacial 
. 
sliding were dependent upon the ·mating materials, i.e. , mat·erials 
that harden during seizure ,could-.exhibit some "plowing" of the 
sliding members while softer ·materials '~tend to· seize and ·roll over. 
8 . 
Anderson's work with gold and gold against copper indicate· that 
seizure c~uses the·surface to obtain a turbulent rippled texture. 
I 
. l The supposition· that softer-metals seize when high normal stresses 
. and ·tangential stresses are imposed, followed by tur~ulence and 
rippling if further relative motion occurs, is supported by t.he 
14 studies performed by Joshi on ultrasonic bonds. Thes_e studies 
" 
. 
~ndicated that interfacial sliding was not necessary for the forma-
tion of ultrasonic bonds" since the peak-to-peak displacements did 
not show any discontinuity between the two.members during joining. 
Another factor affect.ing the quality of the bond is the local 
structural changes occurring near the interface, especially under 
hot working conditions. 'Milner a~d Rowe11 indicate that bonds 
made at elevated temperatur·es and -cooled -relatively slow1 recover 
and recryst~llize, alth~ugh the time required for-the 
recrystallization (during or after bond~ng) has not been reported. 
• 
·-
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.· ... Other. structural factors·. that. could. contribute. to~ bond .. quality r . \ '( . 
,. " -
are voids· ... at. the interface an~ grain. bound~ry "ID:igration. 
0 The deformation that occurs d~r~ng industrial. thermoc.ompr·ession· 
... 4 . ·. 5 . · 6 bonding operations.,· as described by Clark , Couc~ulas , and Deutsch. , 
.... for example, is complex. · However, all · o.f ·the methods appear. to 
induce high normal stresses and high shear stresses along the. bond-
interf ace •. In the present investigation, thermocompression bonding 
was studied 'by compress~ng a tape against a gold plated .substrate 
using a flat ·thermode. This.results in plane strain deformation 
of the two members. · p·1ane strain deformation was used in the 
present investigation because it is similar to the deformation 
that occurs in industrial practice, induces high normal and shear 
. ~ 
stresses at the int'erf ace, and is comparatively simple. ,. 
Silver mat.kers, plated into grooves etched into the tape 
sµrfc1;c·e., were used to indicate macroscopic deformation occurring 
-.. 
at the interface.· Optical and scanning electron micros-copy was 
used to evaluate microscopic deformation occurring at the interface 
f 
and structural changes in the two pieces •. Geometric effects 
were explored by varying .the thickness of the gold plating on 
the tig~d substrate. In some cases, the bonding operation was 
interrupted to investigate the chronological development of deform.a-
. . 
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· .. ·11·. EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE· 
The deformation occurriD:_g at the· interface between two go·ld parts . 
., 
• 
j dined. by therm.ocompression bonding was investigated using a marker · : . 
q·--r--
technique ·to determine macroscopic movements and using scanning· 
_ ~ elect.ron microsco_py to estimate topographic c,hanges. In all of the 
' 
· eJ_Cperiments ,. one of the gold .parts was. a .tape measuring 0. 254 mm 
: 
. . 
. (0.010 in) x 1.575 mm·(0.062 in) x 9.526 mm (0.375 in)' and the other 
part was gold plated onto a rigid steel substrate. The tape was 
)Jbonded to the s~bstrate gold by pres.~ing the parts together between 
two flat and parallel thermode faces heated to the same temperature. 
:In one series of experiments, the thickness of gold plated on the 
substrate was varied. The effect of substrate gold thickness on 
deformation occurring at the interface was determined .a:t 5730K (300°'c) 
·. and at 643°K (370°C) with the applied force adjusted so that the 
. r-· ·•. 
:r~sulting reduction in heigh~ during bondi:ng :was approximately 15%. .. 
Tbe force was applied for a total of six s~conds in all of the thick-
ness variation experiments. The chronological· development of deforma~ 
tion was determined in a second series of experiments. In these 
~ 
~ experiments, the substrate gol4 was nominally 0.01143.mm (0.00045 in) 
thick, temperature was 573°K and force was 3558 N (800 lbs), and the 
development of height reduction and deformation at the interface was 
determined by varying the time that th~ f·orce was applied~ The 
I 
equipment, instrumentation, substrate preparation, and·tape marker· 
generation and preparation was the same for· the· two series of experi~ 
ments. 
' 
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··Commercially·· available shim. stock of spring-tempered tool steel 
I . 
(Starret), cut into 0.635 mm (0 .• 025 in) x 12. 7 nnn (0.500 in) x 19.05 mm 
(0 1• 7 50 .in) ·pieces, was used as ~e substrate material because of its• · 
!J 
r 
rigidity, flatness; and low heat .capacity. - Gold was deposited· on one 
/ 
· side using. a phospha.te type gold plating bath and a 99. 999% pur.e gold 
anode·. Details of the bath composition and its o·peration can be 
f.ound in Append~. A. .The gold thicknesses for all of the plated 
substrates generat.ed for this investig~tion ar,e_ g.i~en in Table 1 
·and were·measured at the step created ~y the· plating fixture (see 
Fig. 1) using a Leitz split beam microscope.· These thicknesses were 
.. -verified by measurement on p.hotomicrographs of the sectioned samples. 
'..The plated gold substrates were not given any heat treatment. However, 
just prior to bonding, th.e .. ~s.;.plated gold surface was rinsed with 
acetone, followed by ethyl ~lcohol and dried with nitrogen gas. 
' 
The tapes use~ were cµt to a length of 9.53 mm (o.3·75 in) from 
the same piece of 1. 606- m.m ( 0. 0625 in) . wide by O. 254 mm ( 0. 010' in) , 
thi~k rolled ribbon stock of nominally 99.999% pure gold, purchased 
from Englehard Inc., Newark, New Jersey. To insure a uniform starting 
material for all speciment tapes, an investigation into th~ effects of· 
annealing temperature on hardness was conducted. Fig. 2 shows the 
, · as-received microstructure of the ribbon. As seen by the rounded 
edges, the final shape was obtained by rolling a .round wire into the 
flat ribbon. The ribbon from which all specimen tapes were cut was 
' 
' I 
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annealing investigation, a$·shown in Fig. 3 and Table 2, :indicate 
. that this treatment should· recrystallize the gold;.. Fig. · 4 shows the 
~ . 
. resulting microstructure. · Comparison with AS.TM non-ferrous, grain .1 




mately 0. 018 mm~ - A tape whose width is about six times-~its thic~ness 
.... WclS. ,c.hosen because it corresponds to .the_ nominal width to thickness 
. .. .. .. . 
'\ '. 
:rat."lo of leads on- b.e_am leaded integ,rqted circuits. 
• 
•. u 
Markers were generated by c;Iepositing ·s-ilver ·i1:1to 0:.·025:4. m 
• 
(O. 001 in) wide_ .and. 4 µm: d~ep .g:ro·oves etche<;i. ·±p.:t() t.he tapes on: 
; 
0. 3028 ·mm .(O:. :012 iµ) c·ent:eri:s_ -as shown in Fi·8:• .5 ._ Markers were. 
produced only on. the: surfa;c~e of the tape -that contacted th~ sub-
st rate du:tiilg bonding. Details of the proces.s used to etch the. . 
. . 
.. grooves :are given in .Appendix B. The si.lver plating bath composit,iot1 
,.and .. ·procedures are described in Appendix C • ... 
A Keller Lab ·bonder, mqdif iea by the insta:liat:Lon of high-
volume, faet--actuat·irtg c.op.t:ro.l valves:, was used to produce the bond); 
.. . 
_.._} 
#' for this i11vest.igat;i·on. The use of these new valves neces·sitated 
contacting t"l~:e: U.P'.pe:r thermode with the workp.iece prior to initiation 
of the bond .cycrle-_;· to eliminate impulse loading. It can ·be seen 
in. F.i·g. 6, rise ·and f·all t-imes on the order of • 040 seconds_. for . 
, loads up to 3870 N (870 lbs)_ were obtained. These fast rise and 
fall times are especially important for the series of experiment,s 
where dwell times were varied. Both.thermodes were fabricated from 



















1 in each ·as shown in Fig. 7. The temperature ·of each· of the thermodes .. 
' 
, 
was controlled by its ,own: temperature controller with the control 
chromel-alumel thermocouple~ sandwiched between the cartridge heating 
" 
·elements and the thermode .. TQ reduce the thermal gradient between 
the two t_hermodes, each was set to the desired interface .temperature. 
The temperature at one. of the interfaces was independently calibrated., 
by placing a ch:tomel~aluuiel.thermocouple on the surface .of a thermode, 
. separating the thermodes by a 3.175 ·mm (0.125 in) thick asbestos· 
. 
. 
se~tion, and applying force to the upper thermode. Th·e calibration 
·couple was moved to the other side of the asbestos to calibrate the 
surface temperature of the other thermode. · ·A strip chart ,recorder 
was u~ed to monitor this thermocouple while_· bring-ing the monitored 
t,hermo·de to the desired temperature. It was verified that whea the 
controllers were adjusted so that the surface temperatures were the 
.g 
.~ame, the surface temperature also corresponded to the specimen~. 
,t,etnperature. Both of the thermodes were mo.nitored prior toevety 
bond. The applied· load was instantaneously-measu.recl by a s,tat:ham 
.4·44 .. 7. -N (1000 lb} load cell assembly placed .in -series with the 
Jl;neutn.at.ic ·cylinder and the upper thermode.. The .. output of the. trans~ 
.duce~r and i_ts associated read-out were cal.ibrated using a :Di_ll_on 
force gage. A Hewlett-Packard linear transformer ty.pe_ displacement: 
. 
. transducer was used to measure the instantaneous sample height 
during the bond cycle. This displac,ement transducer and its core 
. 
'J 
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~- .. deflection. of. the. bonder -·a:n4. fixtures •. ·. The .·outputs; of· th~· force 
' . 
; 
. , ·transducer read-out unit and. the· displacement transducer were dis-
pl~yed on a dual~trace oscilloscope. ~ig. 8 .shows a .phot_ograph of 
the displayed results for a typical bond. 
I 
_. · Tapes were bonded to substrates at 573°K (300°C) and· 643°K 
(370°C) using 3870 N (870 lbs). and 3024 N (680 lbs) total applied. ,, 
f.orce ;espectively and·· quenched in i·ce water i~ediately at the 
": end of the bond cycle... To insure that a. uni.form sticking friction 
was obtained from·· sample to sample, thin gold (approximately 1 µm) 
was plated onto -steel shim. s.tock and used as the contacting upper 
platen. All sampl.es we.r.e measur.ed wi~h a micrometer to -verify the 
height change indicated. by- the ·dis.placement transducer output 
displayed on the ·osci.11.oscop_e • 
. -Prior to any s·ect·ioning, the steel sa.bstrate-s were etched· away 
.I 
from the g(?ld metalliz~ation using a 50% water and 50% HCl (by volume) 
·solution heated to 370°K (97°C). .Etching the steel was necessary 
:-because of the preferential etching .:of ·t.he steel and cathodic protec-
tion of the gold when etched. Both se·ts of samples were sectioned 
and photomicrographs were taken with the marker generation mask· placed , 
. ,/ 
over the specimen as a reference for marker movement (Fig. 9). The 
microstructure was observed on all samples optically and using, 
.. 
scann~ng electron microscopy.· The polish~ng techniques used in this 
investigation are in, Appe~dix· D. OnE:1~half~- the l~ngth of the tapes 
l 
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o.n . theni to. ~phi bit bonding. . The tapes :·wete separated and Scann~ng 
, 
electron microscopy was us'ed t~ qua~i..tatively evaluate the topo-
. graphic changes occurring during bond~ng. 
The second .series of experiments for this. investigation, in-
··volving interrµpted bonding times, used ta.pes co.ated with 20 nm · . 
' 
. 0 
· (~00 A) of carbon to inhibit. bonding and had markers generated 
I 
i -on .th:e · bonding side. A Lektra Electronic· Decade interval timer· 
was used to energize t·h.e control valves .for . the pneumatic cylinder 
and can vary ponding· t·ritnes from .·1 to 111 seconds in .1 second 
intervals. The particular bond times used were: 0 .• 1:, ·0.·-2·., o· .•. :.5 .. ,: 
2.0, and 6.0 seconds. Again, an oscilloscope -was :used t.o· record 
. 
tl)e force ancl reduction .in· height vs. tinte. ~he ·tapes were separated 
.. 
·f;rom the substrates a.nd· :both scanning electron and optical micro-
.. ·sc_opy was employed to est·imat.e: 'the ·topographic changes.· By using 
the marker generation m.c1.sk alig~led on the tape~:, ·marker· movement 
was measured for a given thickness as a functi.on o·f ·time. · The 
results of i1:iese marker motion measurements' and obs-erved: t.o.pog·J;cip.hic ,t 
' 
' ' 
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i· III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
The specimens for the s·ubstrate thickness· variation in~estigation 
were metallographically p.re·pared·' by sectioning and etching. Photo-
micrographs were taken ,tc, :observe :bt>.t-h the marker moiio.n and the 
.microstructure as shqwn .in: .Fig·s. -9,. 10 and 11. 
··, Ea~h ~ specimen haci tl1¢ ma:rker· :genera ti·on mast< superimposed on .i·t 
so t·hat original :ma.rke:r spacings could be observ:ed, as shown in· F:fg."' 9 •. 
--The inter£ acial d.ef:ormation was analyzed by: p.lc>tting '.t-.h~, mark.er llloti:on. 
. ' (~L) as a func.-tio·,n- .cir: original marke:r· dista.nc·e f·r:om the, cente.17: of· the . 
tape (L) • To· ,p:1:ot: :the data, _it wa .. s· a·sstoile'd that :th·e,. j._11-ter.fa·.c:ial. mottfon. 
was synnnetri~ a.bo.ut. the certt·er of the tcl:P-~· ·'I'l1e.'.S~ ma:rker nicttiort 
measur~ents are pre.sent:ed in Figs:. 12 an.d 13 .. which are for b;ondi.ng 
tq:r~:e a:s' .given in Table 1-. Th:~: 111ar·ker~ measu.rements wer~ no.rmitli:zed .t'o: 
' ' 
· ~ n-c~n1inal 1·s% d.eformation _,by tntl.·lti:p·lying the a(ftua·_l mctr.ke·r mo:tiort, -~L,. 





.where {p+h) f i·s t·he· sum of ·the substr:a:t,e _plating thickn~s·s (p) and the 
'.deformed tape height (h) after deformation and (p+h) i is the initial sum. 
The normalized,m.arker motion measurements, liL (0.15/d), are plotted as 
a function of: the· substrate thickness ratios, pi/ (p+h) i, in Fig. 14 • 








·the center as expressed by .the rat·io L/L .where L i:s t·he distance from t . 
·· the center and L · is the initial total distance from the center or one-t· . . 
,i 
half the original tape· widt:h·. As can be seen from this data, the 
1·., ; 
.,,.. 
-.... . def-0rmation mode· does, not appear t·.o be temperature dependent over the 
' . 
range of metalliz·a·tio:t1., 'thickness:e,s ev.aluated. There appears to ·be som.~: 
' . 
discrepancies for .lovi p1/(p+h) i .r.~:ti_o·$ which could be due to erratic. 
sl.iding of the: tapes :Oil t.he thinner su·bstr.a:t:es. 
It woµ·ld· lle convenient to, -contpa:te ·curves· o_f :µ_o.pnalized marker 
:substrate ·thtckr\es·s.es· would. ·be c1ear:ly i-ndi.c.a.ted ·and not be confused. b·y 
s:.light diff·erences iri ~-total d·efo·rn.ia.ti-pn. :Suc-h a :riorm.alized set -of 
' -
marker. mtrtion .data was taken, frqm ·the ourve.s in F·ig. 14· and are. ·p:to·tt·e4 
, ... ·, ;:Ln. ,E:Lg. ·1.s. It is .s~en. t·ha~. t:he .cu-r:v:es :in :Fig:.·- 15 are well ·b~hc1y~<t 
af'.t¢t acc:ountfp.g fc:rr the varia:tton.s ,in t:o:t;ai a·erormation using: th:e 
t1o~a).:izat.io.n prOQ.·edU·ra ~-. 
·.T.h·e c·o.iiye~_t:iqnal .or: e11:git1:eering· cortc·ep:1~ ·of 
. . ' 
·• 
. ···' 
uni·t :str·a·in w:[11. ·b:e, µs:ed :to·. 4:g.fin·e st.r-·ain. at: a. sur,fac.e: as. giveQ -~Y ;_. 
At 




where -h\ is:· the change in length of some portion of the surf ace of 
original lengt-h L. If the elongation were uni.form along the. surf ace, 
• 
~L and L w:ould corr·espond directly to marker motion and original 










·1 :i-t f.:s· more appropriate to .. consider . the. strain. over some small increment · 
o.f surface and define the tape. surfa·ce strain ·_by: 
::e _. 'd(~L) 
· s - · d(L) 
,: 
'• 
. . . 
.. 
·where LiL now corr·e:spongs to ·the :·mo.tion :o.f 1some. market· ii;1' ·t:h~. ,tape: 
. 
wh.J.cli .was origiriaily a ¢1.i·s.tanc:e· L fr·om th·e center (where AL: i's zero) • 
. .. 
' ;$U1."·f,ac:e s:t·r·a:±rt, :~-- .,· a's def:ined .by -E.qua;tion. (3) , was determined by' . s·- .. , . 
.. Th.e stta·i1ts ,a·t :t_he -gd.:ge -of ·a ·t.ape ~-pecimen, f:o-r a :s:iv~n 'amo.uttt o·f-
def:o.:pnat::i--cj_n., appear t9 :remain cot1st.ant f.o:r all -v~trlt1es of· srib:st·ra.te 
tie.as to. the total :height, p. / (p+h}_. .•. Fot reJ_ativ.ely thin subst·r_at:e . · ·" 1 · 1 
·pl·attng t.hitkfie·sse.s -o:r tor relatively thick t:apes or leac.ls-, the.·re-. i:s~ 
11,·p: =.su:rf-ac·.e:- e1otigat_ion; i:n "the region neAt the center ot"·· th¢ bon.d~- On 
the oth·er hand, __ :for :relat:ively thick substrate pla-ting · thickn_:e.:s'se:$ ,. :err 
,for re·latively thin tapes or leads, there is even greater sur·f.ac,e 
.. 
·.e·l.ong,ation in the centr-al reg·fon o_:f th~ bond than near the edge •. 
. Another param.ete-r t·hat. ·may be q·f i.mport.a11c_e t:o the formation of ·a 
thermocompression ·b_otid ,is . t:he.. ,~94n-t: ·of, int:er·f.ac:faJ. sliding. Inter-
£ acial sliding· ·fs, ::the di,sp:J.:acenten·t. of one ·of the members to. be bonded 
. ·~ -: 











- ,, £Tom·. the . center, . the· amount of · interfacial. slid~ng can be defined by: 
• 
o. = .L)iL ~- ·llL 




where ~L corresponds t·o- ·the marker motion measurements and is the 
.... 
. displacement o~f · a po'int ,originally qn th·e surface of. the tape or le.ad: 
a ·distai:l.c.e :1 from the cent-e·r and AL i·s the displacement of a· pq:in:t 
.P ·. 
.1;:-· 
_. orfgi11a:l.Iy on the ·surf:a.ce. ·of the _p;iated_ :substrate also· a :_d .. 1st·anqe .L 
\ 
£·tom .t'h~ center of :th~ :_bond ·region.. ·-:~his definit:ion O:f. 08 is shown 
:1 
w.el--1 .adhe:r,ed t:o.: rigiq: s:te:el s_hini st·.ock. ·· . In the extreme case where p: 
app'.r,Oaches zerp, ALP would also helve to be zero and &8 . Wou:1,<i correspond 
:t.o th·e m~aso.r.ed marker mot·ipp; ,AL.. The amoun,t of iIJ.t·e~faci·a:1 s:lidirtg 
c:an: be .e·stim~'ted. by extrapo·1a.t·irtg ·t.h~- GUrve:s o.f AL vEf. p1 /·(p+h) i 
of :F.:Lg. -14. back t-c> . p. _/(· ~h)-· · .·. = t>~ r.· 't- is seen that :for L/L- . 1:--a. ·tios . . . . . . . . 1 · . t' .I· 1 .· . 
. .... t 
:of 0.4 or 1.ess., the curves c·l_earl.y extrapolate :to· :z·e,r:o ·.c,r t1ea·r1y 
zero. In other words, th~re appears to be no i-nterfacial sl·idiilg 
near the c:e·nter of the bond region. T·his., is ~s· expected s:i.rtc·e ther.e· 
• 
a:-re ~i:g·h normal stresses ,i·n the region ~nd. l,qw shear stresses. 
At highe-r L/Lt ratios and- :low· pil (p+h)i ra..t-:los, thE: scatter i,n 
the marker motion measurements is assumed to. be due to erratic 
stick-slip slid~ng. The dashed curves of_ .Fig. 14 .we.re .used to 
e:stimate the amount of surf ace slid~ng in the region·s ::near the edge 
where normal stresses are lower and slid~ng would be ·expected. The 
estimate of surf ace sl:iding, o 









of Fig. ·15. This would also be: expected td ~·e. an upper bound on the 
amount of sliding o·ccurr.ing ai: ·higher pi/(p+h)i ratios (thicker plating) 
since the ·shear s;t·resses 1·nduced at the inter.fac-e would be lower. 
Though_ mq:,tion of the plated sur·!ac.es was ·not: llleasured using markers, 
.the= mo:ti.on ;can.· 1:te est:tmated from the- d~i·s.to.rt:.ion .o-t c·olillllllar grains that 
.:ts apparent .tn. Fig_. 1.0. Figs. 18 and. ·1;9 ar:e h_igber ·magnification 
views of specimeris_ wit}l ·p:1/(p.+hl.i. o:f· O:. 24.6 and: 0 •... 28·1 r:espective.l;y 
. 
. / .~. 
showing a: marker· d.e-aig.na .. 1:.ed. :11 4.' 1 ileB:r :tl)e edge c:if th.e tape wllere ·s·lid·.frtg 
·woul.d :be ·ex.pect·~d ·t:Q b·e .h:iglie·s:t. ·the .. in.i:tial p,osf:·tion (before bonding) 
is known from the LlL ·mea.surenientf3 ·a.Ad: is. d·esigni:i.ted "1". If there 
:w.ere. no $_li.d.~Lng, ·.an. o~rig.in·al vertical ·line· connE!c~ing "1" and "5" 
woul·d .. =d/~:f:orm ·and- form ·a curved l:ine between J1.4·" a.n.d. ".5''... If ther.~ 
we.re ·$:I.iditi!t eqtia·l. t·o t.b.:(i:t. e·st·imated ii:t· p. /(p+h). '= :o ,· the originally .. ·1 . ·. - - 1. - · 
- -........ . 
v:e):,:'t:i.ca1 lines WO•uiq._ hav·e de·f.otliled :~=cJ a curved line: C:C>tinec:ting ri3rr 
.. · d ·•1·5" an.. · •. 
. a:ssumed o and the distance be·twe:en "1 . ."· ·a.nd· ·" 3'' ·coJ·:r;es.pond.s ta - the s 
:.;, 
:P··=1ated surf ace mot:lib;1t L.\L,.. T:h·e: a·a:shed cur·v·es_.- cz:onne.c·ting·_ '':21:1 an·d 11 5'' ~ p 
... 
·l 
in Figs. 18 ·and: j~9, ,a.te what: :the a.u.tho·r,. estimates as· :the: ·de.formation 
occurring in t'he p·lated· ·.111at·er.ia.l. These eltimates .a;rid: :o.ther·s then: 
indicate tha:t cS
8 
·do.es: not vary: significantly with· pla.:'t .. ing thi·c:kne$.S. 
or the pi/ (p+l1)-·i. ·ratio.·. By :as.~1.lffl,i.~g interfacial s·liding, a lower· 
bound est:i.~te of plated substrate elongation, ALP (0.15/d), was .. 
o.·b·tai·ned· by subtracting the .curve for p1 /{p+h}:i. = 0 from the remaining 





, .. C) 
•··· 
:on ~ig .. 20 .•.. ;From Equation (4). ... it. can· .be seen. that the upper. bound- ·of 
~L . occurs when it . is. assumed that . there. is .. no . slid~ng ( o = .O) and p s • I 
:then. AL 1-s identica.l .. to ~L-•.. .. ·. p ~or low L/Ltvalues, there iS _l'ittle 
~-
d.!fference between t_he .. 1-e>wer- and upper boµnd estimates .-and i\t i:s p 
• 
approximately equal t-o :l~L !¥since- there _is no slid~Iig. _ 
The amou.nt theft: the plated surf ace on the: substrate elongates is 
._:ano·ther _p.arameter of interest. If surf ace- -e1o_ngation is important. 
t.o th·etmocompression bond :f.orm..at·i:on .. , t'liep._ p·resumably the surface ·wi.th 
t-he lea.st elongation would exert; the- d·ominat·ing_ influenc~-- ·SJ~n-ce an.y 
s'li,d:i~g:. that occurs reduce~ ·the· ~o.u11t· of eio_ngat.ion. 0~: t_h·e t-b.innet 
b·.e. itnpo·ttant. 
,Th·e, s'tra-in at :i:.he p·lat-ed su··rfaG~ --~$. -c;l~f:.ined 'b_y :. 
'· 
e· =· 




wh.ere li;LP is the motion o:f ,a po1nt on, tl1e plated. substrate, surface 
·t];\at_ Wc.l.S. initially a cl:Lst·anc_e -~-- ::fr.01n. :the ·c:e:ri;tet of the bond· -r~gJ~_on. :As :·· ' 
... 
has. alreJdy· been· .di·~·cu$sed ,· if· .tht~re· is.· no sliding, the motion. arid: .al:so· 
-the surfac·e· st.t·ain would be ide:ntical for ;tJ1e tape and for the- plated 
substrate. A lower bo-und estimate of the strains. -a:t the-··plated. 
surface was obtained by differentiating the curves of. ·Fig •. 20 and are 
presented in. Fig. 21. The lower bound estimates .of: the :strain on the 













' b:ound estimates .would imply though, that· .there· is· considerable 
sliding in the~e regions. Tq.e upper bound estimate on the other hand, 
predicts strain values approaching some constant value for high L/~t· 
The plated surface elongation wou.ld :b~ identical to th.e elong4:t.ion. o.f 
. . . . the tape and unaccomp·anied by Slid.ing.. In other . words, these. 
experiments i.ndicate that in. t_t'he bond regions near the 'edge: of t-he-
.. 
tape ther:_e: is either (1) con.s·_ider·able s,u·rfac·e. el.ongation of be.th ,the. 
tape_ and· th~ plated surf ac._:e, (2): .cbrtsi·d•et.ab·i·e· r.elati·ve motion bet;ee.11. 
· ~- :the :two surf aces but pe::rha.ps- no· ·su.-r·f ace _eic;,11gation of the plateg.· 
surface, or (3). a. ·c.omb:ina:•t·ion of ·s:l·i.d._i1;1g~ and elongation of th~ 
plated .s.'1rf,_ace.~ 
··tr. 
tn.etallization t·hic;kness ·b~come-s art ,rpprec·iab1e .. f rac·tiion ·o·f tape height,·: 
the strains at· th..e .. c:_~nter o··f the: :b'ond in_t,erf·~ce become large. This 
• 
holds t.rue f:or either -the :up·per· ,or· .:lower· '.bound· estimates. 
-All of the preced-'ing disct.Js~_to11. ·ha:$· .as·surned ~-that .the inter£ ate 
... , 
- .. 
reinains. planar. This· ap.p·e·a·rs; t:q be a. good approximatiotl on a macro~-
scopic scale. T·here. is s_olll_e vari.ation in p·l·a:ting t·hic_kne.$.s that· is 
apparent after'· bon4,lp.g' onto the -thicker substrate p:latings as can 
be seen in: :Figs· ..•. 9 .. and 10. ·However, this s'light distortion of the . 
itrt.erface :f.:s 'not .enotigh-t to· introduce measurable errors. · On a 






~11 : • 
.. 
interfacial extension.contribution-that.is.pot.detected _by analysis of 
·marker motion. , "Rippling''_ is. evident, -for example, ·.between the last 
.two markers on -.the left f.ti. ·_F,:i..g. 10. The "'rippl~ng". exhibited a strong 
subs~rate p1at~ng thickness -,lfapendence -that was apparent from both 
optical and· scanniil~ e-l·ectton. photo~icrographs. The amplitude and t:he_.· 
waveleng_th_ of· ·the. ''.ti_pples" were smalle~ for thin'.D:er substr·ate 
-·p1_atings. · T,h·e scanning electron photomic~ogra.phs taken of the substrate 
>artd tape surfaces, bonde,d at_ 573°K (300°C) with carbon on the surface, 
.. -clearly i11._dJ.-cated inc.reased "rippli_ng"- -£.or thicker substrate platings.-
• 
Th~, t:hicker :s,.ib.st·ra:te _pJjtt.ings also_ exhibited some finer sca_leg long 
.and parallel. "r·ippl~·s'' p:r.E!sumab-ly· -d:ue to the penet_rc.1-t-:ton .c,:-f slip l·ine·s. 
The s_·l-ip .lirt·e p.e.net.;a.tj.on was ·more ·pteva.1-en.t :towG1rd·s t-_he .:~_dge:s of· :th.e 
-• .. 
t·ap.e:s. ]3o:tb- t:.he Slltfac·e "t_ippl-ing-':': an,d t-lle: :f31_:i_p line penetration 
resµlt_ in surface ·ext:e1:i.:s:i.on in addit·i·on t·_o t-hEi surf ace strain detectable: 
by ,marker motion.- The.se m:i-cr~:rs·c:_opi:-~· :SU·l.t-f·ac-e .extension mechanisms 
;-appeared to be mor:e p:reva:l_en.t -in the, _reg-ions: neat.er .the -ed~ge_--s o_f- :th=e 
Ex·amination o-f: Fig._ 1-1 ·shows that both the tap:~ :apJ:.i tl1_e' $ub:strate 
p.la.t·irtg: h-atr'e: req·ty~-t~il.i:'z·ed after bonding when the· -~-~ple:- i_$ allowed to 
--
' 
air. cool. llowever:-,. those Salllples -that :were .:q·ue?nch~<i: imoie:d:_f·ately after 
bonding did not. s:how compl·et·e ·-rect·y~:t-a).lizatiot1 a~- can. be seen by 
. '-"" 
Figs.· 9 and;: 10.- It should be po·irtt-eq au:t t_hat the ste·el __ shim_ stock_ 
substrat:e ha$ a lower heat capacit·y than usual substrate materJ)l-i·;s :pf:: 
ei:ther ce:r;-a.,mi..c or glass. - With conventional substrate materials :.and'. 
--
Zl-,-
I~• ~ • • 







;J~o.n.d'fng operations, cooling would be ·even slowe·r· than the air coo·1 of 
these experiments and recrystallized structures would certainly be 
expected. 
S.canning electron micrographs were taken acro·ss· ·a·ll o.f the I . 
.. 
sec·tioned interfaces at magnifications of at. least SOC)X. Exainina tion o.f 
.. 
these. micr·ographs indicated that occasfona.11·y g_~a::tn '.boundaries migrate 
across the bo-nd interface.. Fig. 22 i·s. a 3000X. n;iicrogi.aph of an 
l; 
un.guenched' sample that b~been bon.ded at 643 °1<: (370°C), and Shows . 
' 
ol,sezyed in· ·the bo-nd reg·ions. near the edges... The· frequency of these 
·tio.n·, ·L/l.t.,. -at-' ·wh:tch .t·:b.ey fir·st cross ·approacl}e~- z.ero. There was· no 
no·t:iceable di.ff:erence i.rt. :the· frequency of g.ra::ii;t b·9undary migration 
:Preferential e.tching· wa~ ·ge11erally o:bserved .at ·the· bo.nq i:rite,rfaGe .• . ~ .. 
. 
. 
,diff eretit gr·aip. orientat·it)ns:.. Art .. etch ·:¢·at~ at 1-~~st as ·fas,t -as grain 
boundary etching would be. exp.ected even if the bond was perfect. 
Generally, the bond intetf:a·ce jQ_·ining two differently orientedi grains 
etched faster than grain bo·u.ndaries. There was usually Pfeferential 















can be seen in Fig. 22. Figs.· 23 .and -24 are micrographs of ~he bond 
, 
:interface that is within ·a single grain. A twin runs from the upper 
sl,d;~: of tµe micrograph to the right of center down through the 
ot·fg:inal. inter£ ace. lt is seen that there is still preferential 
etching. There also appear to be some voids/ There were sometimes 
int¢rface regions within a ·grain: ·which, dfd. not preferentially etch 
.~nough to be vis':ib·le·. An assumption of a distribution of void sizes: 
remaining at the bond inter£ ace due to incomplete conform:ity ap:peat.s 
" ' 
., 
to be compatible with all of the obser.vations. A .h~Lgh· density· of yoi,.d~ 
·would impede grain boundary m·i·g~a,tio-n. A lower .d~11s1·t:Y would ·a:1.low 
grai11 h-c~'1ndaries ,to sweep around ·the voJ._ds.. V.tJids rema:iniµg: ~t- ·t_be· 
.pr_iginal .t.nterf a:ce would provide high ·co.rro:sion pat:h~ :tJuri-ng e_t_chit1g .. 
pqt shoul.d be:: p.a·s:s .. ive otherwise. 
:The i1tter·rµJlteti llo.nding exp_erimert·ts. :hi1d er.:rat-ic marker mot:fon-.-
p·tesumap·l.Y th~ carbon -present :on tire· sui;.faqe inh_:i..bited seizur.e and 
result:~d_: ~-n µnr-epro.ducible amounts e>f sliding. Qualit-ative ana+:Y~:lif? 
.d-fd :ip.d:i<!at.e: a. dwell time deperide11c:~ on the amount and posit.i'on· . 
dJ.st:.-1.:ibu·t-i.:o.n. o:f· :Sur.£ ace "rippling". As the .dw·e1·1 .t-fn1e: inc=J;":eased, the 
.-,._rip.pied'' _su:tface percentage increa·secl :wifh :the· o·bs:erv.ab·le· p:o_sition 
.. 
where 'frippling'/ was initiated tending towards L/Lt = 0. " 
The :final .heights of specimens bonded as part of the interrupted 
'bonding studies are plotted on Fig. 25 along with the change in height 
~s a function of time that was indicated by the oscil~ograph of a six 










thickness though the force varied. s~ightly £tom. test to :t.es:t . due 
to air pressure regu'i;2ion. It is seen that correlB.t,ioII. is good ~G 
the difference in forces is accounted for. r--
I, 
Some interrupted.bonding experiments were.pertormed without 
carbon present t·o inhibit bond~ng. These specimens bon~ed well 
enough that they could not ~ be pulled apart. One of· t·hese bonded 
s·pecime11:s ·had a ·2:980 ::N: (670 lb) bond ·force imposed f·c>'r· oµJ.y Cl .• 4 




in heigh_t-~, ' The· :surfac.es- CJf s_p·ecimens f:r-om the inter.rupted bond:·111~ 
·EJ:C!·_annJ.ng_ elec-trot1 .m;i.c.rog:raphs ::tndicat·ed that cortf:otmity Blld: 
ciSperity def orma.tion develo,ped ~t about the same ~ate as the, height 
,of specimen was reduced·,.. .In ot::her words, a considerable portion 
cif the asperity defotma.tion o.ccur:s. i·n the f:ik~t fractions .. of th.~ 
-
developm.en·t o.£· ·bongs :is. n.ot :surpti·s-ing. 
Xhe.r·e .is, :however, no .r-e_asor1 ·to expect that the antdunt o.f surface· 
:s·l;ltl~-i1g_ 'lS p·roportional t:'C> ,to:tal -deformation or oc.cti:rs- :-~imultaneously: 
w.i.th- surf:ace elongation.. I:t is: posl$ihle that most -sl·id:.i_ng occurs 
in the initia_l _st·age:s: of· ·the loading cye:le~ before the bqn.d force has 
reached its full value. As the normal stresses approach their 
equilibrium values, seizure could occur. This would prevent further 
sliding and furthe,r deformation would occur by m1.1:tual ·elongation 













of the two . surf aces. This wou\d exp.,lain . the · smoot_hness of th~ 
·-force and deformation oscilloscope t·races. Erratic force and 
.deformation· behavior that would D'e expe~ted .under stick-sl·ip 
conditions shou·ld have been detectabl~ by the instrumentation 
,. 
unless it 9ccurred·· during, the application of the bond lo.ad·. 
\ 
The forces required to d.ef orm .the sp~ci.m~ll.$. can al.so ··b~:: 
.• 
·corre.lat·ed with plast:ici_ty'· t:heo:ry. Th~: c.pnf_igttra.t:!on df· t·ape: 
t:hiit was used in -these exp-eriments w~s ·re·lat'i.vely- :l_ong ':S:o. that:: 
"::p·lane strain co:11d:i't:_iorrs· .ca:n. be assumed:~ It will be· atfs·umed tha·t 
-t·he def orma.t:_$on of ·the tape, and '.s,µb·st:ra:.te p·l.at-ing __ c.an be qpp;rqxi-~ 
. . 
. ' . 
·I 
width as t,fi·e tape and a- he.igbt eq_u·a·1 to the thi~kn_ess. :of ·the tap:e .• 
this n.egle9ts t:he work required to, de-form the substrate plating.:·• 
6 
.c;-qp.dition·s can be assumed~ In th:i·f3 ·ca_s:e:, t.he shear st._res$e~ -a:e 
,s·ttess, t, of t·he mat:~1;ial ·a:s given by: 
T = 0 //J 
0 
where a is t:he .. flow stress under uni.axial stress c,011ditions_ •. 0 
.. 
15 ... . . . Avitzur , p •. 363_, :_g_ives an u.pper bo-und solution for deformation -undet 






F = P .. · A== .TJ cr._0_. (1 +·!bJ .. :.;··, .. -··:ave.· .. 
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where Fis the total applied.fore~ 
·,1, ' 
P is.the apparent stress or ave~age pressure ave 
' . 
A is the ctrea over which•the force is applied 
... 
' 






·:ancl .h is the tape height •. 
J, • . • 
Figure 26 shows: -t:he c.h·a;11.ge :·-in t-ot·al height of f..ap~ and ~ub-
stra te plating as: ·a ·.fµIl_Ctto·n o.f td.m.e £or four diff~ren:t samples 
deformed at 573°{{: (300°.C}·,· · T·he, ·curves are no-t smo:o·t:h. because 
values were ma.nually read fr·om th.e: o·scilliscop:e .t:taces and are 
plotted on an expanded .sq·ai..e~ T.he: curves: ar.e .s.omewhat different 
. 
..... 
·,:because of minor var.tat.ions in :the- r.orce$·, applie·cJ... Fj.g. 27 shows 
the instantaneou$ ·f·low ·str·esS-.; ao:' c.a1.c:\11·citecl f·1;0.n1- Equation .. -(7)- ·fai~ 
the specimens deformed. at· 5·7:J°K (30·0°c) •. I-t is s•een that co.rr.elat::i"on - . . . . - : ... 
. ft·om. f:3p_ep.imen to .specimen ·is good.11: 'I'he, f:lo:w· st:ress decreas.es· 
-wi.,th tim~ b·~ca.use the strain rate i-s cje·ci:-easi·ng. ..For. example·, t:he 
·trµe. ·~tt:.·a.:i:.t1 r::at-e ·at .1 seconds is ·ei~tt:ima._.ted. to :b:e .abou.t: •. 17 sec:~1 . 
At. the end of the six s:ec-o.r1:d d.w~i-l: t:im.e .. , -the strain :t·ate h_a:s f\all·en 
to I 0035 -1 sec • Fig. 28· sh9ys $imi~ar curves of total hei-gh.'t a:$: a 
· 0 0 
.function of time :f.or four samples deformed at 643 K (370 C). The 
instantaneous -~J.o_ w stress, cr , corresponding to the deformation .. of 0 
. 
these,. four- spec·illiens is plotted in ~ig. 29 and correlation is again 
g··oo.d • 
... -· .. - '•· . 
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... 
(370°C) are in agreement with the constant strain rate determinations 
) ' 
·b. c· · · d · 16 y ·on· ra • 
. . 
, The information that has b.een obtained from this inves·tigation 
implies that changes in bonding tool design could be made that ' . 
. would enhance gold to gold, thermocompression bonding. To-ol 
' modifi-cations would entail optimization of , inter£ acial elongation·s 
with the lead or tape height and plated substrate thickness· as 
boundary conditions. 
Total bonding times have been significat1tly reduced and can b·e: 
. 
,on the order of one second. ~his: reduction is p_artly the resul~t 
of the high :speed: boctider t.]Jat essentially eliminates the tis;e and. 
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,I-V • . ··sUMMARY ·AND: CONCLUSIONS. 
These bond~ng experiments .were .. performed. under·. plane strain 
'C'o11:ditions, but otherwise are similar . to industrial . ttlermocompression 
bonding prac.t:i.ce. The use o_f·· ~ilver markers to· accurately measure 
the deformation 1oc¢11tr.-~~g; :~t .the interface has been demonstrated. 
An.~lysis .of marker mo:ti_on ·and correlation with observation of 
;;, 
1, 
metallograp·hic sec-t·i.o:ns· defined conditions at the inter£ ace t:l1_a.t· :ar~, 
sufficient for bo-nd ·formation. 
This investig·ation has shown_. tha:t a: 1·s,:- perc:ent reduction in 
h:ei-ght results in a 12:: .pe-:r:.c.ent'. :su'.rf:ace. efl·ongati'tjn in regions towards 
. 
.- · .. 
the edges of :the t:ape and ,appe·a.rs to ·b,e ind-~_p·.eIJ.ctent of substrate · 
plating th_ickt1e-ss. B,onding occu·r-red thr~ughou.t:- th·.e regio_ns -wher.e· 
there was. ·t~pe elongati'O:n ex:c·e_p-t· at the very e4g·_er ·where. normal 
:s:t.tess~s· woq_ld he expect-ed t:o: :be: low. These ·r-eg:(ons where bonding 
oc-c~u:tred al,~o: bav.e e·ithe_r .. consideta'b.i-';!· elop:.g·at.:Lon of the substrate 
. / 
p_lat.ing su:rfac·e ,· slidin_g, o.r some com,b_iil.a:tiort of· plating elongation 
.and .sliding. 
Surface strains nea-r·e+·· to ·the_, .c·enter o·f the ·bond :region depend on 
-the relative thickne.$:S o:f t:he substrate as expressed· 'by the p/ (p+h) 
.. ratio. '.for ·1ow p/ (p+h) ratios, there was neg~igible surf ace elongation 
in- region·s .n,ear the center and bond~ng did not occur. For p/ (p+h) 
ratios of about 0.12 and abqve, surface el~ngation was 12 percent or 
more. There appeared to be no sliding in th~ central region out to 
about four tenths· of the distance to the ~dge ~egardless of the rela-
tive thickness of the plating. 
' 
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• I Quenched specimens did not c9mpletely recrystallize ·indicating •1 
that recrystallization is not the dynamic softening,mechanism for gold 
under these conditions. · Specimens _that were allow~d to air cool did 
recrystallize however. Metallographic examination of the interfaces 
showed that grain boundaries occasionally migrate across·· the interface 
whether the tape and substrate plating have rec·.rystallized or not. 
Conditions sufficien.t · to cause bond formation have b·een determi'ned 
and ·the deformation that occurs has been defined.· It appears from t~e 
present experimental results that markers should· be plated on bo~h the 
.. '"" 
tape and on thicker substrate platings to determine the amount of 
0 
sliding 't··hat occurs at the inter£ ace. If the amount of sliding and 
the effect of changing the amount of· height reductj;on is determined, 
deformation occurring at the interface would be.completely defined. 
T·his would allow the determination of threshold conditions required 
for bond formatio~: without the necessity ·of performing marker motion. 
·. 
' experiments s.inc.e t.h¢. d·eformation occu~r .. ing at the interface 



















:Tape ·and p:1ated Subs·trate ·Metallizat·iori :I>"arame'ters 
TEMPERATURE BONDING FORCE SPECIMEN PARAMETERS (µm) 
p. {p+h). wf hf pf (p+h)f d l. l. 
573°K (300°C) 3602 N (810 lbs) 2.01 256.02 1793.2 216.97 1. 51. 218.48 0.146 
. 
3847 N (8'65 lb~) 11.60 265.05 1770.4 229.58 9.83 243.69 0. QRla. 
- -
3869 N (870 lbs) 25.40 279.40 · :l779. 2 220.12 24.66 245.04 0~123 
' 
3736 N· (840 lbs) 65.09 319.09 1798.3 217.22 68.83 281.05 0.151 
3647 N (820 lbs) 82.80 336.80 1788.2 218.95 fo5. 66 284.61 0.155 
643°K (370° C) 3002 N (675 lbs) 1.26 255.26 1757.7 220.22 1.01 221.25 0.133 
~ 3091 N (695 lbs) 12.12 266.12 1836.7 213.94 10.34 224.28 0.157 ,,_ 
3046 N (685 lbs) 52.22 306.22 1771.1 218.48 50. 96 . 269.44 0.120 
3024 N (680 lbs) 99.23 353.20 1770.4 218.73 91.63 310.36 0.121 
Initial tape width, 
(0.010 in.). 
w.' l. 
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·rABLE 2 
:Hardn.~.s·s Values of Annealed Gold. 
'ANNEALING.TEMPERATURE 
As Received 
'3_:7 3 o.·IS'. -( 1 (j ():0 -C) 
i:~J~°K .. (:1.2.5 .. 0 :cJ 





573·0 :k (.3.0.Q°C) 
VDPH~ 
:·1-0: .. ,· .9 0 
·73 •. 70. 
.. 69 .• 87 
34.34 
33.60 
*Vickers Diamond Pyramid Harness -! :·100. :g: ·1.0.ad. 
· ..... : 
.. 
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' ONE HALF HOUR 
O.___ __ _..__ __ ~-----~--~~---=~~-~ 300 350 400 450 / .500 5.50 6 0 . 
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FIG. 4. MI C~STflJCTlJRE OF MJNEAIBJ GOLD RIBJilJ. 
SPECIMEN \'JJ\S /ll'JNF_Al..ED FOR fl~E-HAlf ~IOOR 
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~- . 0 6 2 _ _____, 
PARTIALLY FlLLED GROOVES. 
WITH PLATED SILVER. 
., L 
. ' 
( GROOVES .001 in. WIDE and 4pm DEEP) 
FIG. 5. SG1~1ATIC DPA~!I~·JG OF SILVER M'-\~RS 
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FIG. 6. lYPICAL FAST RISE AND FALL Tl~S FOR 
THE f'tJDIFIEJJ ~U£R LAB BO~IDER. 
SOOS ARE Lt45 N (100 LBS)/(11, 
25.4,um<0.0:)l IN.)/~ AND 0.2 SI~. 
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FIG. 8. lYPIDt FORCE Af\ll) f1EIGHT VS. TI~ 
OSCILLCX3PAPf~ I . SCALES ARE qi.JS N 
(100 l.IB)/(}1, 25.4J.JmC0.001 IN. )/CM 
AND 0.2 S/CM. 
39 
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T= 573° K(300°c·) 
t=6 SEC. 
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400 ·1000 . 
DISTANCE FROM CENTER, L(µm). 
L: 
FIG. J2. ML\P~R ~tJTIO~,l \/S. DISTA'JCE FfOM THE CHITER FOR 573°K (300°C). BOtIDiriJG D~[Li_ TIME \~JAS 6 SECOf\ffiS. 
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T=643°K(370°C) 
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FIG. 13. ~'V-\PJ<ER MOTIOt-J vs. DISTA~JCE FRCl\1 THE CEJ\JTER. FOR 643°K(370°C) I BOf'·ID I~JG D~JELL ·Tlf1:~E ,,JAS 6 SECOtIDS I 
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FIG. 15. tJO~ALIZED rtlAPKER ~'OTIG'1 vs·. DISTANCE FIU1 CENrER • 
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FIG. JJ. SO-IEMATlC DPAWING IWJSTPATING DEFINITION (f SURFACE SLIDING, Os. 
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FIG. IB. PH0Ta1ICRCGRPPH OF I~ITEPfACE SH0.4I~~G 
Plm)SEI) ~~ /V'ID 6 s, 
FIG. 19. ffilill"1ICRJGRAPH (f I~ITTJfACE SHOWirll 
pR(Jl()SEI) ~ ~ Pl'ID 6 s I 
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FIG. 20. NOFt1ALIZ8J SUffACE r'DTIOt·J OF SlJBSTMTE 
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FIG. 21. SUBSTRATE PLATING STRAI~JS VS. DISTPNCE .. 
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FIG. 22. SCAtJNI~lG ELECTfDJ P~10TrnICRffiPffl1 Cf 















FIG. 23. SCAt-JNitfl ElfCTfn~ FlOT~ICRXJRAPH 






FIG • 211 • SCPNN 1 ~JG El£CTfU\J P~oTrn I CRffi RAPH CF 






























T= 573° K (300°) 










FORCE = 3560 N(800 lbs) 
·• 
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FIG. 25. REm~~STRUCTED REDLICTia\J 1r,~ HEIGITT \IS. TifJ[ CURVE. 
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CD Pi = 2 .02 JJ m, F=3602 N (810 lbs) 
. @pi =11.05 JJm ,F=3847N(8651bs) 
@p. =65.02 µm,F=3736N(8401bs) I . 
@pi =82.80 JJm,F=3647N(8201bs) 
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FIG. 26. REDJCTHJ.'J IN HEIGfff vs. TIM: OJRVES FOR SJ\MPl£S DEFO!l"1ED AT 573°K(Ul°C) I 
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T = 573°K ( 300°C) 
• 
CD p, = 2.02 JJm, F= 3602 N {810 lbs) 1 
-· (g)p, =11.05 µm,F=3847N(8651bs) I 
.@ Pi =65.02 pm ,F=3736 N (8401bs) 
@ P. = 82.80 µm ,F =364 7 N (820 lbs) 
. l 
' . 
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·· FIG. 27. INSTJ-\!sIT.Af!Bl!S FLrJiJ STPESS, G"0 , FOR SPECI~£NS DEr-flA'1:D At 573°K (f.)0°C). . . . ,. 
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CD Pi= 1.26 JJm, F~ 3002 N (675 lbs) 
@pi=l2.12 JJm,F=3091 N(6951bs) 
@pi= 52.22 pm, F =3046 N (685 lbs) 
@pi =99.24 ·)Jm,F = 3024 N (6801bs) 1 5 .___._.....__..___.__.___._..._~_.__....___.___.__...___,____._"""--,l..,__.__,.__,,._~L--L--L--1-.L-...L--&.-J 





FIG. 28, REIJJCTIOtJ Ir··l l1EIGrrr vs. Tir1'E a.lR\/ES FDR SPt1PLES DEFOR"IED AT Et.J3°r( c370·0 c) I 
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T= 64 3 °K C3 70°c> 
'.\. 
' ' 
(Dpi = ·1.26 pm,F=3002N(6751bs) 
® pi = 12.12 J.Jm ,F = 3091 N (695 lbs) 
@pi =52.22 JJm,.F=3046N(68!5. lb~ 
@pi =99.24 pm,F=3024 N(6801bs) 
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. . • Gold Plating for Substrate Generation 
A phosphate type gold plating bat·h was ·used to gene;rat~ all 
e1eperimental substrate samples. This bath was cho,sen because of 
its high purity of deposit, bath e:ffici·encies, and plating ra-tes. 
' I • • I 
. {!:sing a. direct cu~ren·t power supply, ~;he · 11a th I produced smooth· level 
surf-:ac·e.s for· the metalliz.ation_ samples:, bµ.t as- the p·lating t'hick-
:. 
, ne:s·s·.es ·wer~-: ~·Il~r.ea~.ed abo.v.e •. os·1 ·mm ( •. 002 in.) a. :·nodular surface. 
e.:hara.cte:ristic.s :· 
. - ..... •.·. . .. ,· . . . ' :: 
po~as.f?.i.um go.ld ·~y.ani'..de 
··wa.te:r (distilled) :to· inakeul>.· .. f i:Xui.)~. ·vo.1.1.llile 






. . ·1·· 2 
·1~.10 ma cm ·· 
PH adjustments·-·to. the bath were made :by a_dditions of phosphoric 
' i I 
I 
. 
. . I 
acid. and potassium .p1bosphate (monobasi.c) to· lower or raise the ph 
i 
to the 6. 5 vci.lue... ..A gold anode ·was used whose purity was nomi1:1ally 
99.999%. 
The substrates receiv:ed a pre-plating clean just pri.or t.:.o· 
plating which consisted of the following steps: 
1. llIDllersed in b·oiling trichlorethylene £or five minutes:. 
2. Soaked in warm trichlorethylene for ten minutes • 
.. 
. , .. 
.. ~ 
. ~- .. 
60· 





' .1 .. 















3. · Rinsed wit,h .. acetone. 
4. Rirised with ethyl.alcohol. 













If care was not taken to . clean- all .of·.: ·the ·:.orga1ii.c~ ·· .ft.C>Dl the· 
e;urfaces, an impure metallization was deposited and Jhe bath beca:i11i 
contaminated.· The samples were place,d: ·in :a rixt,ure, s~e Fig .. 1, 
that gave ea6h: substrate th~ same pl.:a.ting: area. The substrate was 
.• 
::-· 
contacted by -a _g·old f l:ashed Q .• 0:51 mm (0 .• 00:.2. ·fn:.:)' ribbon which was used .. 
to provide electric.~l: corit.inui.t_y. Upoti completion .of plating the 
:aam:p.1-es were rinsed/ wi.:th: .wat~,r·., .ac.e:to.ne,. :et'hy-1 alcohcil, and dried 1 . 
. . . 
:with. nitrogen gas. 1µ..l a:amp,1-e·s·: t.eceived. a. po.··st· . ..;plating bake at 
and giving t_he· samples the bake, there was good adhesion ·between 
the platecl gold and the staihless steel subs.trat .. e wh-ich. did .. ncl.t 
degraqe when :bonded. ·Elimination of the .323°.K {5.0'0·CJ b·ake. or 
> 
• 












































. ··APPENDIX B 
· ·Marker :Generation 
• 
. I Mar~ers, w~re generated· on·· specimen tapes·. us~ng a . photolithic I 
process similar to those irt use thro_ughout the·. semiconductor and 
.thin film industry. The proc,e1ss ·involves the q.eposition of a uniform. 
...... 
layer of ph~tosensitive m~terial {photoresist), exposing the photo~ 
', 
l ,, . !, I 
. 
. ' 
resist to a light source through a ·pattern generation mask, remov~ng 
. 
. 
the unde~ired photoresist 1with an appropriate developer, and etching 
the desi,i;ed pattern into the material using' an . acid e·tchant. · There '. 
.a;r~ l.llany choices of :cotnm:ercially available photoresi_s.ts and selection 
.9.f: ·ca p·arti.cular type :d.-ep~µd·a: on: .... its ultimate use • 
. A ·pos-it:ive type photoresist, Shipley AZ1350H, was $-~-l~·ct~cl ~.or 
·tJtic~11·ess ·o .. f .· 3 µm. {when applieq .-at :.5-00,0· :rpni) ., .g:oo.d p.att.er.r1 .d-~fii;i$t·.iop. .. :,. 
·compatability with both the .e.t·ch:i.ng· of :gOC>ld :and the .Pl.at;Ln·g o.f .s.ilver 
used. to generate markers. 
A pre-photoresist clean was- given to the tapes and consis:ted 
.of rinsing in acetone, .then in alcohol, dried with nitrogen gas, and 
.. baked at- 323°K (50°C) for o~e~half hour. · The best :surface adhesion was 
obtained when the tapes wer.e cleaned just p:r::i:q·r to .a:pplication of 
I. 
the.pHotoresist. 
To obtain a uniform· photoresis_t thickness, a Plat ~ngineering 
.Co. spinner was used to spin the s.amples. . This. spinner has a fast 
... 
·• 







,J . " 
,I 
."1 • 











'\'' . . . 
.. 
:.t·· 
'· ,j• .. 
, .. 





rise . time which; aids in ireduc~ng the . photo resist edge butld.;.tlp . 







,. 5000 rpm f·or . ~en . seconds. · . Just·. before ·initiation·. of . the spin 
' 
1 
cycle, the surface of the samples· was complet~ly. cover·ed with photo-
' ' resist. · Applicatio;n of the photqresist while sp,inning the samples re 
results in a non~uniform layer on the sample and difference in 
l·ayer depth from sample :t.o 'sample. . All samples were . then given 
a drying bake at 323°K (50°.C) for one-half hou.r. 
A 200 watt high pressure mercury arc lamp and ":cond:errs.~t was 
\ 
us:ed t.o expose the samples through a mask with O. 025:4. mm ,(Q. 001 ini) 
lines on O. 3048 nnn (O,i'.012; in.) center:s for two ·minutes.. 'l'~e,. samples 
were developed for t·wo minutes, in· q Sb.:Lp.ley· AZ developer mixed 1: l 
with water and then rfnsecl ~~orottghly wi,th d:e-ionized water. The: 
above water-developer p:r.:oportio.1ts · al:l·ow a t~orttinuation of the: :deve:lop:-· 
;ing cycle aft.er th_e. water rins.e t:o remove ,.add.itional phot:oresi·st. A 
post-develop balce at 323°K (50°C) fot· ·one-halt: hour was. given to all 
~ ·. - ' 
samples to in-sure good surface adhesion. ' 
To etch. tlte markers into the gold samples, a saturated solution 
ot· :KI .qnd · 12 was used with a composition as follows: . 
· s:oo gm. Kt 
·450 gm. I 2. 
700 ml. H2o. 
This.etchant etches at a 2 - 3 µm./min·rate~ The total etch time 
for the 4 ·µm deep ·grooves was one and one--half minutes. 
• '1 
... 












~ • J 
I > 
During the use of the prq_cess, it was observed · that: 





'· 2. : All baking step·s must . be used to avoid creep of the etchant; 
~- : . 
between the photoresis_t and ·the .gold su.rface.-. 
3. Care should be taken to sp.ield.t:Q.e. Samples ftoni room light to 
avo.id degradatio.n of th-e .photoresist. 
1· 
•: 
.li~ T-'he photoresist tnti,_st be applied prior ·to .s_p .. in: ~yele. to· ·.avo.:id 
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APPENDIX C · ·:. ,·; 
•l 
- "I ; ;• 
Silver Pla~ing· Solution and Procedures 
.. 
.-
.l f T}:le selection of· silver as a marke~ 1 media provided a FCC metal 
i 
having pr·operties sim~lar ·to gold -but can easil_y. be seen when plated 




surface affected is. less than 8 percent. · The markers were plated 
. 
through the same photore-ais.t window used ._:for etching grooves in 
-"\ 
r .(: :/ 
!the ,t?pes as des·ctibed irt _Appendix B. 
. '.,. 
To .avoid d.egrada tion of ~he 
phoito.resis.t,. t.he· silver plating solut;Lon mus·t: have. an oper.ating 
'J1-he, o.ri-g,ina:l ba:th s .. e1ect~d .hail th'e. ":f:ollowing Gt>tp,_po·sit,_i:oil, ;and· 







2-91c,:K~3.18C>k (l8,:0 ·c - 4,:5:~-,~:) 
' . ··2· 





Due: possili.ly to the small exposed surface :a1+.ea,. i.t: was found 
di:fficu,lt to control the current density well e_nough to avoid 
modular deposits. The following slightly mod.i.f-ied bath gave smooth 





























- > \ 
' . 
Temperature' 
J' _ii ' 
. 335°K (62.~C) 
. '·\· 
pH (electrochemical): , 6. 6-6 .;J . 
I 
·No external emf is applied. whe~ plating markers with this 
,,J 
; 
bath. A copper ~'alligator" clip was clamped to one end of the 
tape and partia_lly immersed in the electrolyte. This setupp~an 
.. 
emf cel-1 ·and -al·so regulated·. the current. Plating result.s from the 
' 
_fact tha.t the:: .gold has 'a h:i.gher electronegativity than c.opper 
:• 
and silver: i.s .lower than· either the copper or gol'd .• 
.. 
. 
. · . UsiI1.g: this .. 1tr.oc·edure, the tapes were plaited. µ.p. t·o the.; :f.o.p ·o:f: 
·· .. the etchecl g-ro·oves wi:th a fine grained ·silv:et:. Tlle: -'t,otal ;111.a-t:i-~g 
:t_ime ·wa·,s four seconds:. To insure. good -stirf:ace ~9ll~s.ion of t.he 
$·!1~v~r-., the- tapes were e.t-qJ1.ed: f_.or f:ive -s.t:a-c.c,nds :_in. a :kl. and ·r2 
:sqlution .. just _prior: toi .J>lat.i11g .and· :rirt,~_ecl tlioroug:l1lJi :wit:h de---
ionized wa·t:er:.--
...... --~ - - .. - . . .. 
The plat·ing rate o.f. ·the bath can, ·b·e. :r-educed if the o.p_e:rating 
·temperature is lower:_ed-.. However, op~ra.ting the- -ba-t'h 9-t -lowered 
t·emperatures ·p.;r.oduc,ed .... more nodular ·aurf'ace· t·o_pdgraphy ctnd- t·be ·adhe"!"'· 




. .. _..; ..... ~. 





















A Pure Gold _ r.ol~s.h.irte;,· ~ecl\nigue 
). \ 
. The following 'technique is a generalizati·on: :c,f_ · t:he polishing 
procedure tha,t was used to prepar~ .the sampl~s a,f· ·this investigation. , .. 
Each sample sh~wed some p~culiarity · during t.he, p:blishiil.g however 
'" 
' ;none ·were unique enough to be reported he:re .• · 
'. .• 
' 
" During the 1nitial grinding ·o .. f :so-ft metal.a; -1.11~tt·~rial beneath 





ma-t,er:Lal is removed, ,t·hes~ Sc:tatches :are covered and· are not visib1e-.-
Jipwe.ver-, these scratch.es will tea.ppear when the metal is· et_ch_ed.; 
I:t: i's, ,the ref ore, esse_ntia1 th:at the worked layer qf met·a_l be_, 
-removed·: ·by mea._ns other than !ll~cl1an-i-c_al pripr to continu~t_i-011 of the 
polishing pt(>:-cedur.e. It is· cQnventional to etc;.·h t-he worked layer 
·b,e-tween polishing -~;--teps.. T-he. etchant used f'o_r this; waJ; .a mod if iecl-
a,ua regia and cdrts:fst'·ed ·of a solution of· :f.::i:ve: par:ts H'.Ct. ap.d: thre_e 
parts HN03 . 
20 minutes to £out hours a·fter preparation· of :tlie e·tch~nt. 
After .conventional gr.inding of the surface ,dO.Wll: to. f.i_v_e. µmI; 
-~ 
-t-he. samples were etched in 't:he ·modified· ~qua reg ta.- :for· ·1-;0 .sec·ond~ 
:at room temperature. The final polishing proc.ed4re· '-titiliz:¢d 5pm_, 
' 
lµm-~ and • OSµm alumina slurry·· in succ·essiv~ :_s:t:ep:S· •. 
A nylon cloth was used for the SlJm --alumina p·olish while a 
'$.haved high-nap mtcr(jc-loth was us.ed for the remaining two steps . 
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each sample. ' All ~tching was done by swabb~ng. The samples 
(... 
were thoroughly rinsed with de-ionized water and dried with 
nitrogen gas. This latter .step was necessary to prevent the. 
' ' 
co.ntinuation of etching dur~11-g sample· s·torage~ 
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